
Define KPI
• Start by asking yourself this question: What do we want to obtain by 

measuring this?
• KPIs focusing on the triple Project Management constraint tends to 

be a good starting point. That is KPIs related to Cost, Schedule and 
Time.

• Ask yourself the Why for each of the KPIs defined
• Less is more; 3-5 KPIs constitute a good KPI localization program 
• Ensure KPIs have the right level of complexity (nor impossible neither 

too easy)

Define Measurement
• Focus on the how you are going to measure: tracking data is time 

consuming
• Avoid manual collecting data and look for tools to support your 

KPI measurement (JIRA and TMS tends to track many data)

• Ensure they are unambiguous and with a  deadline associated
• Get obsess with the quality of your data: Is it normalized? If we 

have differences in the results and discrepancies in how we collect 
data then we cannot have a KPI. Take the time to think thoroughly 
about the measurement

Execute/collect/re-align/share
•Challenge yourself continuously by asking yourself:  Is our data 
accurate? Do we trust them? 

•Communicate progress to stakeholders and to the team regularly 
(minimum on quarterly basis)

•Create KPIs report to show the progress towards the goals 

Define Roll Out/Maintenance
•Take the time to think about how you will show the KPIs, think 
about the tool to track KPIs maintenance plus the tool or 
process to show the progress
•Think about how you’ll collect stakeholders input
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A 4 steps process to define your Localization KPI program
@yolocalizo



1. Percentage of on-time deliveries
2. Throughput translation rate and translation speed
3. Total localization costs relative to revenue
4. Customer acquisition cost
5. # Deadlines Extension Request
6. Customer Satisfaction (Net Promoter Score)
7. Project Management satisfaction
8. Number of translation errors and /LQA bugs
9. Number of Customer complaints
10. Revenue per translation Project per PM

10 Example to start your KPIs Localization 
program

1. It gives predictability. We can use that predictability to work 
on future budgets. KPIs can help us to close the gap 
between goals and results. 

2. They helps us to improve because they helps us to identify 
weak points in our Globalization program. If I’m collecting 
some data and then I’m converting those data into relevant 
KPIs I can have a good understanding of the quality of our 
localization process and the quality of our product

3. They help us to detect new opportunities! For example if 
we track language revenue and we monitor different 
countries, this could give us some useful information about 
where our company could generate more revenue

3 whys KPIs are important

What’s a KPI

A KPI is a collection of data and they serve to tell us if we are 
meeting our goals. KPIs measure the progress towards an 
objective

The dangers of KPIs
I. Not all KPIs are useful – be aware of the “Who cares” KPIs
II. Ensure your Localization KPIs are aligned with the company strategy. 

For example if your company has KPIs toward cost reduction and you 
have KPIs around raising the quality bar be careful of not having
contradictory visions.

III. We don’t have control of the data, what we can do is turn those data 
into KPI. We don’t have control of the data but we do have control 
about the KPIs, and we have control about how we evaluate data .


